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Product Focus

MICONEX 2007

Bintulu, Malaysia (Sep 2-7)

MicroView ATEX Portable Hygrometer

Shanghai, China (Sep 18-22)

Bintulu, in East Malaysia, might seem like an unusual

Ask

venue for a global conference, but MCM joined Shell

question,

delegates, and other guest speakers from around the

manufacturers

World, to debate the latest developments in LNG

portable

process technology.

that are ATEX rated, and
traceable

Hosted by Malaysia LNG,

opportunity

highlight

not

to
only

technical issues, but also

the

“How

September saw the debut of

many

MCM

supply

by

Mass

to

You could spend hours searching for an answer, but
we’ll save you the time. It’s simple – only MCM and
Manalytical are in a position to deliver.

and

MICONEX,

hygrometers

National Standards?”

the event served as the
perfect

yourself

exhibition

Manalytical
China’s

for

at

leading

Measurement,

Instrumentation & Automation.
High profile guests from the petrochemical sector were
keen to see our ATEX Auto-Zero unit, used to correct
for the effects of gas-borne contamination, and the
Continuous Moisture Measurement System, with an
in-built prime standard moisture generator for use in

to discuss questions of

Certified II 1G EEx ia IIC T4 Ta = -20ºC to +60ºC, this

demanding applications, such as Continuous Catalytic

best practice with regard

instrument is the natural successor to our much-loved

Regenerative (CCR) Reformer in refineries.

to sample measurement,

Dewdicator Dewluxe (DDL) CIS analyser, and is

instrument handling and

classified for Zone 0 (US Class 1, Div 1) operation

data interpretation.

with the most explosive of gases.

Once again, we performed live demonstrations
throughout the show, highlighting our unrivalled speed
of response, repeatability and stability of data. If you

MCM welcomed the opportunity to meet both existing

The

Hygrometer

weren’t there to see for yourself, you can catch Nigel

clients and also to develop new contacts in the LNG

incorporates all the features associated with MCM /

Wallis talking to Chinese TV station CA800 by

industry. Clients already enjoying our technological

Manalytical’s exceptional performance:

clicking here.

MicroView

ATEX

Portable

benefits include major LNG companies in Russia,

•

Temperature Controlled Silicon Sensor

Oman, Egypt, Brunei and Trinidad.

•

Push Purge Sensor drydown feature

As part of the conference, MCM’s Richard Berka gave

•

Unrivalled speed of response

a presentation on the critical parameters for

•

Traceable Calibration to National Standards

guaranteeing fast, accurate and reliable analysis of
moisture in LNG. If you’d like to see a copy, contact
us here.

From now on your work need never be restricted by
instrumentation – quite simply, if you can get to the
hazardous area so can the MicroView ATEX
Portable Hygrometer!

Forthcoming Events

To find out more, simply send us an email.
Between battling the Shanghai traffic, leaping the

CIA2007 - Control,
Instrumentation & Automation
Nov 27-30 Singapore

New Design ATEX Auto-Zero &
Span Systems Head To Russia

language barrier and showing the Chinese how to
drink beer (Ganbei!), we picked up some very useful
leads and business in China is strong. We’ll be back

www.cia-asia.com

In September, Manalytical

for the 2008 show in Beijing, so come along and say

After successful events in 2003 and 2005, MCM and

delivered two ATEX Auto-

Manalytical return to Singapore for CIA, the leading

Zero & Span Systems for

event in Asia for process control, instrumentation and

Refinery applications in the

analytical technology.

south-western Samara

We’re Getting Old!

region of Russia.

2008 Marks 40th Anniversary for MCM

During this period (late-November to mid-December),

你好

(or a simple “Hello”, if you prefer).

Utilising the latest software

If it’s true that “life begins at forty”, then MCM has a lot

demonstrations) in Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia

and a unique sample system

to look forward to! Keep your eyes peeled over the

and Australia.

arrangement, this bespoke

coming year for a

solution develops the Auto-

look back at the

Zero principle to include an

last four decades

automatic correction of the

(with some very

analyser’s span setting, and

special offers) as

further enhances Manalytical’s

we celebrate our

As always, we’d love to see you, so if you’d like us to

reputation as leaders in

unique position,

arrange a visit and demonstration in your area, send

system solutions. For more

not just as pioneers of the moisture analysis industry,

us an email here.

information, click here.

but also unrivalled leaders of the global fashion scene!

we’ll

be

visiting

clients

(and

performing

From mid-October to mid-November, we’ll also be
on the road in North America. Visits are already lined
up

in

Montreal,

Ontario,

Buffalo

(NY)

and

Connecticut.

